Abstract-This paper presents a novel biologicallyinspired hierarchical approach to organizing and controlling modular robots. The purpose of our approach is to decompose the complexity of assembling and commanding a functional robot made of numerous simple modules (thousands to millions) by introducing a hierarchy of structure and control. The robots we describe incorporate anatomically-inspired parts such as muscles, bones and joints, and these parts in turn are assembled from modules. Each of those parts encapsulates one or more functions, e.g. a muscle can contract. Control of the robot can then be cast as a problem of controlling its anatomical parts rather than each discrete module. We show simulation results from experiments using gradient-based primitives to control parts of increasingly complex robots, including snake, crawler, cilia-surface, armjoint-muscle and grasping robots. We conclude that this approach is promising for future many-modules systems, but is currently impractical on most existing platforms.
I. Introduction
Self-reconfigurable robots consist of interconnected modules which are able to change the way they are interconnected [9] . This can allow self-reconfigurable robots unique capabilities when compared with traditional robots, for instance, the capacity to adapt their morphology, topology, or toolset to a given task, or the ability to self-repair.
Scaling of self-reconfigurable robots involves increasing the number of modules (to billions) while decreasing the size of the individual modules (to hundreds of microns). Decreasing the individual module size (and strength) also limits a module's direct ability to affect the global behavior of the robot. This stresses the need for collaboration between the modules to achieve a desired macroscopic behavior, e.g., locomotion or manipulation. Further, the overall complexity of a modular robot increases with the number of interacting modules. Therefore, designing a functional robot involving a large number of modules becomes increasingly difficult.
In this paper, we address this challenge of achieving coherent macroscopic behavior. We propose a modular and hierarchical approach to organizing and controlling the modules of fixed-topology modular robots and report on several simulation experiments we conduct using this approach. Figure 1 gives an overview of our anatomybased approach. Our approach is modular in the sense that it utilizes a set of anatomical parts, which encapsulate complexity and provide a simple interface to the rest of the robot (e.g., a muscle can contract or relax and should be connected with tendons in each end). Our approach also defines a hierarchical relationship from robot to anatomical parts to modules that isolates complexity within three layers. This modularity and hierarchy is reflected in both the control and the structural organization of the robots. Our work is inspired by the organization of cells in biological organisms, where functionally and morphologically differentiated cells form different tissue types, which again form organs, organs form systems, and finally collections of systems form complete organisms.
We construct a set of simple functional roles that modules play. Modules playing the same role are combined into anatomical parts with well-defined function and specific intermodule structures. Robots are then constructed from anatomical parts and controlled using simple primitives that define the interaction between different anatomical parts, e.g. to allow a sensor in one part to activate a muscle reflex in another anatomical part of the robot.
Our experimental platform is a physical simulation of yet-to-be-built micron-scale catom modules, as envisioned in the Claytronics project. We assume spherical catoms (modules) which can use electrostatic actuation to roll on the surface of other modules (Section III). Next, we present a set of control primitives that we utilize to control various anatomical parts constructed from catoms (Section IV to V). In Section VI we then present experiments with five different increasingly complex robots. The first snake-like robot is morphologically simple with only one anatomical part. The second, a crawler, has three different parts of the same anatomical type. The next robot presented is a surface for distributed manipulation, which consists of two types of parts, but has a high number of individual parts. Further, we present a muscle-actuated arm that consist of four different anatomical parts types. The first four robots are controlled open loop, using largely periodic control signals initiated from internal states. The fifth and final robot is a hand-like robot. It is constructed from three part types and is able to grasp a falling object by using sensor feedback from the environment. In this last case the behavior is more complex because it is closed loop. Fig. 1 . Our proposed approach decomposes the organization and control of a modular robot into three layers: Robots are assembled from anatomical parts. Anatomical parts are assembled from modules. Robots are controlled using primitives that control its anatomical parts. Anatomical parts are controlled by assembling them from modules playing a corresponding functional role. The labels shows the concrete implemented parts as presented in this paper.
Note, that in each of these experiments the control of the modules and the anatomical parts are reused, with only minor changes to a few well-specified parameters.
Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach is versatile, since many different robots can be assembled from the same basic library of anatomical parts. Because of the modularity, this library is also simple to extend with new anatomical parts as required. Unfortunately, the parts we describe require greater intermodule forces and larger numbers of modules than present centimeter-and decimeter-scale modular robots achieve. We address this issue again in the conclusion, where we mention a novel modular robot we are developing that can better support an anatomy-based approach.
II. Related Work
Hardware prototypes of existing self-reconfigurable robotic systems consist of dozens of centimeter-scale modules [4] , [12] , [14] , [17] , [18] , [22] , [28] . From such modules, robots with various capabilities have been assembled, e.g., robots able to move [13] , [26] , [27] and selfreconfigure [6] , [15] .
So far, large-scale self-reconfigurable robots have only been studied in simulation. Here, the challenge of achieving a desired global behavior can be divided into a number of different classes based upon intended application: i) morphology for its own sake, ii) function from morphology, and iii) function from morphological transformation. Control strategies for the first class often focus on ultimate physical resolution, i.e., scaling up in number of modules and down in module size, and hence on distributed or emergent mechanisms for controlling shape [21] , [24] . This can enable applications such as 3D visualization. The second class involves tasks requiring mechanical interaction with the environment, where the robot by virtue of its shape provides some desired functionality. Examples include structural supports [5] and grasping [1] . The third class includes tasks in which the robot's function may emerge from a continuous change of shape, such as cluster-flow locomotion [2] , [20] .
The papers on scalability, cited above, all have selfreconfiguration as a primary focus. In contrast, this paper addresses the challenge of scalability in the context of fixed-topology robots, which achieve their function without using self-reconfiguration, but instead rely on local actuation of the modules. This is similar to our own prior work on collective actuation, in which groups of catom modules act together in fixed-topology structures which can change physical aspect ratios (i.e., stretch and bend) [3] . In the context of this paper such a structure can be considered an anatomical part to be utilized together with other anatomical parts to create functional robots.
III. Miniature Catom Modules
For this paper's experiments, we simulate the catom modules envisioned by the Claytronics project [10] . This project hopes to eventually produce catoms at millimeter to micrometer scales using MEMS technology. One potential design for such catoms involves a hollow silicon sphere with many insulated surface plates that serve as electrostatic actuators producing motive forces between neighboring catoms. Figure 2 illustrates two such catoms. In previous work we investigated the effects on locomotion of scaling down catom sizes [8] . We extend the electromechanical model described in that earlier work for this paper. A quick summary would be to say that the modules we simulate here are small, strong, and fast: a single fixed catom can support 6 other catoms in a cantilever against gravity, and requires 2.8 milliseconds to rotate 360 degrees around another fixed catom in zero gravity. This strength and speed are in part a function of the modules' small size (radius = 65µm) -electric field actuator strength depends strongly on surface area whereas module mass is a function primarily of volume. Thus sub-millimeter catoms should be much stronger relative to their masses than centimeter-scale catoms. Regarding control, we assume that a catom can perform modest numbers of arbitrary computational steps, communicate with its immediate neighbors, sense the points of contact with neighbors, and also sense the direction of gravity.
We perform our experiments in DPRSim, an Open Dynamic Engine (ODE [23] ) based physics simulator designed to model the interactions of a large number of catoms. The physical simulation includes collisions, gravity, friction, and Stoke's law drag (in air). More details can be found in our previous work [8] .
We anticipate that our proposed approach for control and organization can still be valid, even for other module designs besides catoms. For instance, we have implemented several anatomical parts on the physical ATRON system [7] .
IV. Anatomical Control Primitives
In this section we explain the control primitives utilized at the level of anatomical parts. We control the internal organization of the anatomical parts as well as the interactions between different anatomical parts by using a combination of simple artificial reflexes, synchronization based on central pattern generators (CPG) and sensor feedback. These control primitives are initiated by special seed modules, and works across groups of modules by utilizing gradients. At a lower hierarchical level, the modules are performing local actuation and sensing as defined by their functional role, as will be explained in the following section.
A. Gradient
Artificial gradients are basically a hop-count distance to a seed module [19] . All modules initially have a gradient value of zero. Then, a seed module, by communication, emits a gradient with some value. If a module receives a gradient-value, G rec , which is higher than its current value, G cur , it will set G cur = G rec − 1 and send G cur to each of its neighbors. In this way the gradient constructs a breadth first search tree. Here, the neighbor module with the highest gradient-value is denoted the parent -if more than one exists a random one is selected. Modules with gradient-values lower than G cur are denoted children and modules with the same gradient value are called siblings. Gradients are not used directly as a control primitive in this work. Rather, gradients form a component of the other control primitives, described below. Their role is to control the flow of information between modules. Some modules become seeds by emitting a gradient, of a particular type and containing some further information. A gradient affects the behavior of nearby modules if the modules are sensitive to that type of gradient. Modules playing a particular role are not sensitive to all types of gradients, but all modules pass all gradient types on to neighbors. Gradient messages are sent to neighbor modules periodically (every n timesteps, for fixed n).
B. Time Synchronization
Synchronization of modules is often necessary, for example, to produce periodic locomotion gaits. A central pattern generator (CPG) running on each module can be used as a clock or periodic actuation pattern for control. A CPG consists of two coupled difference equations, which respectively describe its two states: angle and velocity [11] , [16] . The angle is a sinusoidal oscillating signal which can be synchronized with other CPGs by coupling their states together. In practice, CPGs are easily coupled by communicating the two parameters between neighbor modules. Frequency, amplitude and the phase-shift of each such coupling form additional parameters for the system. In general, synchronization will only work if coupling links include no loops, and to ensure this we utilize a special CPG-gradient, emitted by a seed and setup the direction of coupling in a group of modules so that it forms a loop-free tree (see Figure  3(b) ). Each CPG-gradient message contains a label, a gradient value, and the state (angle and velocity) of the CPG. The label defines the type and allows several CPGgradients to be active at the same time. CPG couplings, using the received CPG state, are only received from the gradient parent module. We allow for several different types of CPGs to be active in the system at the same time, e.g. for controlling different actuated degree of freedom. In Section VI CPGs are used for controlling cilia, which are used for locomotion and distributed manipulation.
C. Sensor Aggregation
Sensors combined with gradients provide a convenient way for a seed module to retrieve information sensed by nearby modules. A seed emits a sensor-gradient, which is limited to some hop-count. Sensor gradient messages include four pieces of information: a sensor type label, an accumulated sensor value, a module counter, and a gradient value. Modules within reach of the sensor gradient and having the requested sensor information update the gradient message with their sensor values as they forward each gradient message. Thus, each module sums up the sensor values and module counts of its children, adds its own sensor value, and adds one to the module counter before forwarding the update to its parent. Every module knows the accumulated sensor value and the number of sensor modules in its gradient subtree. Figure 3(c) illustrates how the sensor information flows up the gradient toward the seed, which can then react to the collected values, e.g., by turning on or off a reflex. Section VI demonstrates the use this technique in a whisker which activates a grasping reflex.
D. Reflex Activation
A reflex is a behavioral primitive, which allows a seed module to request a response by nearby modules. The reflex controls the behavior of modules sensitive to that type of reflex. For example, a muscle-reflex can make modules playing the role of muscles contract or relax. The state of a reflex is controlled by a reflex-gradient emitted by a seed module. The reflex-gradient message includes a label (type of reflex), a truth-value (reflex on/off ) and a real value (some reflex parameter). The state of a reflex can then be controlled by the seed, for instance, based on collected sensory data. A seed can set the state of a reflex on or off to request a response from nearby modules. Note, however, that the seed does not control how the modules respond. The response of a module will depend on its functional role and whether or not it is sensitive to the type of reflex. Figure 3(d) illustrates that a seed module controls a reflex, which allows it to affect the behavior of a nearby module. In Section VI we use reflexes for controlling the contraction of muscles (time activated) and bending of hinge-joints (sensor activated).
V. Anatomical Parts
In the previous section, some primitives for controlling anatomical parts were introduced. In this section, we present a small library of anatomical parts using simulated catom modules, including the parts' morphological structures and corresponding functional roles. Then, in the next section, we give examples of how these anatomical parts can be assembled into robots.
A. Muscle
We construct muscles able to contract by connecting catoms in a chain.
Role: A reflex controls the behavior of a muscle module. If the reflex is off the muscle will simply adhere to neighbor modules with an electrostatic force at the point of contact. If the reflex is on the module applies electrostatic actuation to minimize the angle between a child module and its parent module. That is to move its two neighbor modules closer together.
Anatomy: Muscle modules are assembled into chains, which will contract if the reflex is turned on. Several muscles can be parallelized to increase contraction force.
B. Cilia
Motile cilium is a hair-like structure, which extends from the surface of a cell and beats in an oscillating pattern, for example, to transport unwanted objects away from the lungs of humans. A similar structure can be constructed from a chain of catoms.
Role: The cilium module oscillates relative to two of its neighbor modules by following the sinusoidal trajectories generated by its two CPGs. The angle state parameters of these two CPGs steer the yaw and pitch angles between the module and two of its neighbors. Cilium modules adhere to any neighbor modules playing a different role. Our previous work on catom locomotion contains more details [8] .
Anatomy: Modules are assembled into a chain, which will oscillate in a waving or spiraling pattern. A CPGgradient controls the coupling between the CPGs of neighbor modules as explained in Section IV.
C. Bone
Bone like structures can be constructed from a lattice of Catom modules.
Role: Each module in a bone will pair up those of its neighbor modules which are almost positioned 180 degree opposite each other. For each of these pairs it will apply electrostatic actuation in an attempt to move them so that they are completely opposite. This will maintain the lattice structure of a bone. Bone modules will simply adhere to neighbors that have no opposite.
Anatomy: Bone modules are assembled into a solid lattice structure that has opposite modules such as simple cubic lattice or cubic close packing (CCP).
D. Tendon
A tendon is needed in-between a muscle and a bone, to avoid that the muscle twist the bones.
Role: Tendon modules apply adhesive forces to their neighbors.
Anatomy: Tendons are assembled as a chain with one end connected to a bone and the other end connected to a muscle. Several tendons can be combined to increase tension strength.
E. Hinge-Joint
Hinge-joints provide a single rotational degree of freedom joint between two bones. The hinge-joint can also actively bend.
Role: A reflex controls the state of the hinge joint. If the reflex is off the module adheres to its neighbor modules. If the reflex is on the hinge joint module adheres to its siblings, and actuates the parent and child modules toward an angle specified with a reflex parameter. The direction of the actuation is controlled using a coordinate system constructed from the direction of the siblings and a child module.
Anatomy: Hinge joints are constructed from two chains of modules placed side-by-side (in a simple cubic lattice). The length of the chains, N, is also the width of the joint. Two bones connected with a hinge joint will have N common connection points which limits the strength of the joint (will not scale to very large bones).
F. Whisker
A whisker is a bending sensor constructed from catoms to provide feedback from the environment.
Role: A whisker module will actuate its parent and a child so that they are as close as possible to 180 degrees from one another. The error of this angle (between parent and child) is reported as the module's sensor value.
Anatomy: Whisker modules are assembled in a chain, which will be somewhat stiff and seek to maintain a straight posture. A seed module can collect the bending error by using the sensor aggregation primitive.
VI. Experiments: Anatomy-Based Robots
This section presents simulated experiments on locomotion, manipulation and parallel actuation. The robots described are listed in order of increasing complexity, as measured by the number of anatomical parts and in the number of types of parts. There is a large degree of structural reuse from one experiment to the next. For each setup, the dimensions of each part, the role of each module, and for some functional roles/parts, specific CPG parameters must be manually established. Thus, each module knows its functional role from the outset, Fig. 4 . Two types of robots, both able to move, are assembled from cilia anatomical parts: (a) snake with a caterpillar type gait (b) crawler with a spine and two legs, which moves with a gait similar to butterfly swimming strokes and begins the experiment in an appropriate position with appropriate links to its neighbors. In addition, some modules are manually selected to become seeds for reflexes, and the conditions activating those reflexes must be defined.
A. Snake-like Locomotion
This experiment utilizes a cilium part to achieve snakelike locomotion. A 7-catom cilium chain initially lies flat on the ground. One of the terminal modules is a seed, which emits a CPG-gradient to direct the coupling of the CPG from one module to the next. Initially the snake oscillates out of synchronization, but after a few cycles it synchronizes. For the snake, illustrated in Figure  4 (a), CPG parameters are adjusted so that it moves as a caterpillar via a vertical wave traveling from tail to head (the seed). In 3000 simulation timesteps the snake moves approximately 62 catom radii, corresponding to an average velocity of 0.048 meters per second (based on 5 experimental trials).
B. Crawler Locomotion
A crawler can be constructed by expanding the snake with two additional, shorter cilia-chain parts. The three cilia chains, connected as shown in Figure 4(b) , comprise a 15-module crawler-type robot. The central chain ("spine") and side chains ("legs") are programmed with different CPG parameters, causing the robot to move forward with a gait similar to butterfly swimming strokes. The crawler moves 61 Catom radii in 3000 timesteps, corresponding to an average velocity of 0.047 meters per second (based on 5 experimental trials).
C. Cilia Surface for Distributed Manipulation
In this experiment a surface of 697 bone modules are assembled in a CCP lattice in a disk with radius 15 Catoms. On top of this disk, 177 short cilia (two modules long) are distributed across the bone surface. In total 1051 Catom modules, but just two types of anatomical parts, are used in this experimental setup. The bone module at the center is a seed, which emits a CPGgradient that covers the entire surface.
When a trial is started, the cilia are initially unsynchronized. After a short time (less than 500 timesteps), A surface for distributed manipulation is constructed from bones and cilia modules. Depending on the CPG parameters utilized, a box can be repelled away from or attracted toward (shown) a gradient-emitting seed module placed at the center. The small inserted image illustrates how the two-module cilium beats, while sitting on top of a surface of bone modules. they self-organize to beat in a synchronized pattern. Then a solid object (rectangular box) is dropped onto the cilia surface at a random position within 25 Catoms radii of the seed, and with a random orientation about the vertical axis. The box weighs 20 Catom masses, has a size of 8 × 8 × 1 Catom radii, and is dropped from a height of 12 Catom radii. The box is moved by the oscillating cilia, and the direction of movement depends on the parameters of the CPGs. For the purpose of this experiment, two CPG parameter sets were constructed: one, which attracts the box towards the seed module and one, which repels the box away from the seed module. The only difference between the two parameter sets is that the yaw and pitch angles of the cilia oscillate in phase for the attraction type and out of phase for the repulsive type. For both the attractive and the repulsive cilia surfaces 40 trails were performed. An example trial of the Fig. 7 . Two catom bones, connected by a hinge joint are actuated by a muscle connected to the bones using tendons. The muscle is initially relaxed before it contracts, activated by a reflex. attractive type is shown in Figure 5 and the resulting motion tracks from all the trials are shown in Figure  6 . For attractive motion patterns the box was within our success criteria of 6 catom radii from the seed after 3000 timesteps for 33 of the 40 trials. For the repulsive motion pattern, 37 out of 40 trials had the box fall off the edge of the cilia platform within 3000 timesteps. Several seeds, potentially of different types, can also act on the same surface for a more general-purpose distributed manipulation surface.
D. Muscle Actuated Arm
In this experiment, we use bones, tendons, muscles and a joint. The setup consists of a vertical bone (2 × 2 × 16 modules), a horizontal bone (2 × 2 × 10 modules), hingejoint (2 × 2 modules), two tendons (length 3 modules) and one to six muscles connected in parallel (length 12 modules). Figure 7 illustrate the setup with six muscles. All the modules are affected by gravity except the vertical bone, which is fixed. In one of the tendons, a seed module Fig. 9 . A falling object hits a whisker, which triggers a seed module to activate a reflex, which makes the hinge joint modules bend and as an effect grasp the box. The fast response from the grasping robot compared to the velocity of the falling object is due to the small time-constants of such small catoms. Grasping Performance emits a reflex-gradient. Initially the reflex is off and the muscles relaxed. Muscle modules are sensitive to the reflex and will therefore start to contract when the seed module, at a particular time, turns the reflex on. Notice, that non-muscle modules are unaffected by the reflex state since they play a different role and are not sensitive to the reflex-gradient. As shown in Figure 8 the completeness of contraction can be increased by adding parallel muscles (from one to six). Observe that the effect decreases as more muscles are added. In general, large-scale self-reconfigurable robots cannot be actuated by a few individual modules, but must utilize collective actuation of many modules.
E. Whisker Feedback for Grasp Reflex
This experiment utilizes a whisker constructed of catoms as a way to sense the environment. Four fingers are attached to a base of bone modules. The fingers are assembled from modules playing the role of hinge joints. A three module whisker is attached to the bone base (see Figure 9 ). The bottom whisker module emits a reflexgradient and a sensor-gradient. This seed collects the sensor value, which is the angle deviation from straight up. If the average sensor value exceeds a certain threshold the seed turns the reflex on, causing the hinge joints to bend. Thereby, the robot can grasp a falling object.
We performed experiments with a falling box of size 5×5×5 catom radii weighing the same as 50 catoms. The box had an initial position of 15 catom radii above the fingers. In each trial the orientation of the box was varied randomly. We repeated the experiment 100 times with three different methods for controlling the activation of the reflex:
• No reflex: Never bend the fingers (ignore sensor).
• On/Off reflex: Fingers bend when sensor bends above a threshold, relaxed otherwise.
• On reflex: Fingers bend and keep bending if sensor at any point get above threshold. As a metric of performance we recorded the rate of grasp success/failure. We also recorded the time elapsed until the box touches the ground for failed grasps. The results are summarized in Table I . With the No reflex method the box does by chance not touch the ground in 10% of the trials (it ends in stable resting state on a finger). The percentage of grasping successes is significantly higher for the On reflex, than the two other methods (47% compared to 10% and 31%). Also, the time before impact in the "failure" cases is significantly longer than for the other methods. Indeed, the On reflex method outperforms the On/Off reflex method largely because it does not let go of the box if the box shifts during the act of grasping (see Figure 9 ).
VII. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper reported on experiments using a simple hierarchical approach to structure modular robots. Our approach composes anatomical parts to organize and control the overall behavior of fixed-topology selfreconfigurable robots. Our technique supports reuse of anatomical parts, which we demonstrate by simulating robots able to move, manipulate, and respond to their environments. The experiments show that our approach is versatile enough to apply to several different types of robot, though the extent to which the presented set of control primitives can allow more complex behaviors is still an open question. Further, although our approach here shows promise for sub-millimeter catom modules, it is impractical for existing macroscopic modular robots because it requires both too many modules and stronger actuators in strength/mass terms. To address this mismatch we are currently working toward a novel heterogeneous modular robot, Odin [25] , which will incorporate a hierarchical morphology approach at the design level of individual modules. We anticipate that Odin will allow us to increase the number of modules and the robot's behavioral complexity along the lines described in this paper.
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